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AB STRACT
A novel automated inspection technique to recognize, locate, and quantify damage is developed. This technique is based on
two already existing technologies: video moire metrology and artificial neural networks. Contour maps generated by video moire
techniques provide an accurate description of surface structure that can then be automated by means of neural networks. Artificial
neural networks offer an attractive solution to the automated interpretation problem because they can generalize from the learned
samples and provide an intelligent response for similar patterns having missing or noisy data. Two dimensional video moire
images of pipes with dents of different depths, at several rotations, were used to train a multilayer feedforward neural network by
the backpropagation algorithm. The backpropagation network is trained to recognize and classify the video moire images
according to the dent's depth. Once trained, the network outputs give an indication of the probability that a dent has been found,
a depth estimate, and the axial location of the center of the dent. This inspection technique has been demonstrated to be a
powerful tool for the automatic location and quantification of structural damage, as illustrated using dented pipes. The
backpropagation network has demonstrated an outstanding capability to learn large sets of 2-D training data. During inspecon,
the backpropagation network has also been successful at quantifying damage and more particularly at locating the center of the
dents for new unseen test patterns with different dents, rotations, and phase shifts. The use of video moire metrology and
artificial neural networks provides an efficient high speed autonomous technique, vitally important for successful automated
structural inspection, such as for pipeline surfaces. This inspection technique would be suitable in industrial environments to
perform tasks that are unaccessible, hazardous, or too tedious for human beings. The inspection results with various optical setups and neural network configurations are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for a reliable autonomous real-time inspection system to detect, locate and quantify damage continues to grow as
inspection tasks become unaccessible, hazardous, or tedious for human operation. Typical applications may involve sites with
high radiation levels and underwater structures. The technique presented here combines two promising and developing techniques:
video moire metrology and artificial neural networks. The video moire system is used to increase and enhance the information
content of a structure by generating real-thne equal depth contour maps of its surface. The potential of moire techniques is
evidenced by the growing number of researchers working in this field. A backpropagation neural network is used to provide a
knowledgeable autonomous interpretation of the contour enhanced surface structure. Artificial neural networks have been
successfully implemented in similar applications such as pattern recognition and industrial inspection.
The work presented in this paper is a continuation of our previous research work.1'2 Here we investigate further the
capability of the inspection approach using video moire images created with the error map mode. This configuration is superior
to the conventional set-up used previously since contours are produced only at the locations were the target and reference surfaces
differ. The capability of the hybrid inspection technique is demonstrated using pipes with dents of several depths. A total of 648
moire images of the dented pipes were produced, using nine different dent depths, at eight rotation intervals (of 10 pixels) along
the horizontal axis, and eight moire phase shifts (at every 45 degrees.) The surface interpretation was achieved by using a
backpropagation network to scan the moire images in pixel increments along the horizontal axis. The backpropagation network
was trained with various representative segments of specific selections of the digitized images associated with intermediate dent
depths, rotations, and phase shifts. The performance of the backpropagation network was tested both with the entire set of
images associated with the training segments and with the unseen images.

2. MOIRE METROLOGY
2.1. Traditional Methods
Moire patterns are produced by the superposition of gratings of similar period which result from the multiplication of the
grating's transmission functions. The moire effect was first investigated by Lord Rayleigh, who suggested that it might be
useful for surface inspection.3 Projection and shadow moire are the two basic methods used to generate moire patterns. The setups of these two methods are shown in Figure 1(a) and (b).
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Figure 1. (a) Projection and (b) shadow moire set-ups.
With the projection moire set-up shown in Figure 1(a), a grating is projected upon a surface at an angle. The distorted ruling
on the surface is then viewed at a different angle through an optical system containing an identical transmission ruling located in
an intermediate image plane. With the shadow moire set-up, shown in Figure 1(b), a collimated light illuminates the physical
grating placed close above the target, producing shadows on the object surface. The moire contours are observed by viewing the
target object through the same grating at an angle to the projected light. For the projection and shadow moire methods, the
distorted target grating is viewed through a physical reference grating. The implementation of shadow and projection moire
methods for practical applications is severely limited by their dependance on fixed geometry and grating resolution.

2.2. Video Moire Metrology
The system used in this research is based on video processed moire interferometry to generate equal depth contours from a
single variable spacing projection grating.46 A Michelson interferometer is used to generate gratings with a wide range of
spatial frequencies. When operated in an off axis tilted mirror format, the Michelson interferometer produces a series of
equidistant straight lines separated by a distance of X12a, where X is the wavelength and a is the angle between the mirrors. If
the interferometer is illuminated by a laser beam, the expanded straight line fringes can be projected on a target to produce
variable resolution structural illumination. The classical moire interference pattern can be duplicated in a video projection system
by using a special effects video processor, in which part of the reference video signal of one camera is made transparent to the
video signal from a second source. This is achieved by thresholding on a given signal level within the video signal. The
resulting video signal combines the reference and target video signals into one by actually replacing part of one scene with
another. The reference grating functions as a binary optical filter, where the grating is opaque no information is transmitted and
where the grating is clear information is passed. The complete video moire system is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Video projection moire system.
The system consist of an argon-ion illuminated Michelson interferomeler grating projector with beam and steering lenses to
ensure the generation of even illumination of the target. A zoom projection system is used to give the system a real time
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variable field of view and variable depth resolution. A beam splitter cube is used to separate the incoming projected beam into
symmetric target and reference gratings. Several mirrors are used to redirect the gratings towards the target and reference objects.
The target and reference generated surface gratings are captured by two low-light level, high resolution video cameras (650TV
lines) from symmetric angles. The video signals from these cameras are fed to a special effects video processor. The unmodified
and modified outputs of the video processor are delivered to two monitors on which the original and processed video can be
viewed simultaneously. A Macintosh II computer is used to collect and store the generated 640x480 pixel grayscale images via a
video frame grabber board.
The error map video moire configuration is a slight variation of the set-up discussed above. It differs in that a perfect
undamaged replica of the object to be inspected is used as the reference surface instead of the flat plate. This reference object acts
as a "standard" to which the object under inspection can be compared. The resulting moire contours arise from differences
between the two surfaces. If the target object has now defects (i.e. it's identical to the reference surface) no moire contours will
result. However, if the target object has some structural damage, then moire contours will appear at only those areas where the
target object is different from the reference objecL Figure 3(a) shows the moire contours of a dented pipe (dent depth =4.0mm,
dent diameter = 9.5mm, pipe diameter = 4.2cm) using the video moire system corresponding to Figure 2, while Figure 3(b)
shows the error map obtained by replacing the reference plane with a perfect pipe (both are scaled by 66%).

Figure 3. Images of a dented pipe produced using the (a) conventional and (b) error map video moire set-ups.

The contours inside the dent region represent different levels of depth. For the conventional video moire set-up, contours were
also produced along the undented parts of the pipe due to the differences between the reference plate and the curvature of the pipe.
The error map video set-up was preferred over the conventional video moire for the generation of the images during this research
since it eliminates the elliptical contours at undamaged regions along the pipes. This set-up is, however, more sensitive to
alignment since the target surface has to match the reference surface instead of a plane reference plate. If the reference and target
objects are not exactly aligned, the resulting moire images would contain additional contours along the undamaged regions. A
video recording of the reference object could have also been used with the error map video set-up to alleviate the alignment
requirements.

3. BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK
Artificial neural network are in general parallel, distributed layered structures or arrangements of processing units usually
connected by weighted links. The processing units perform localized operations producing single outputs that fan out to some or
all processing units in previous or subsequent layers. These computational techniques have been implemented in a wide variety
of applications. Their ability to learn from incomplete or noisy data, generalize and achieve successful approximations gives
them an advantage over many traditional methods of image analysis.
The most popular and proven artificial neural network is the backpropagation algorithm, an iterative training process that can
approximate nonlinear functions by modifying the weights connecting the processing units. The backpropagation algorithm was
discovered in 1969, 1974, and by several researchers during the mid 1980's, but its popularization is attributed to Rumethart et
al. in l985. Applications based on backpropagation have often proven to be of comparable or superior performance to
conventional methods in diverse areas including image processing8'9 and pattern recognition1012. Backpropagation is a
powerful supervised mapping method for the systematic training of multilayer feedforward neural networks. Before its
development, feedforward neural networks without intermediary (hidden) layers were unable to solve problems in which the
classifications could not be linearly separated. The backpropagation algorithm provides a way to update the weights in the hidden
layers, while the nonlinear activation functions at the processing units allow the network to solve problems in which the input
patterns are linearly independent. The structure of a feed-forward network with one hidden layer is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Feed-forward network with one hidden layer.

The classical backpropagation algorithmis based on the gradient descent technique. The gradient of a scalar quantity is a
vector whose magnitude and direction at any point are the maximum rate of change. The gradient descent technique searches for
the optimal parameters to minimize the error or cost function based on the difference between the expected and actual outputs.
Other variations using gradient related and innovative optimization techniques have been developed in order to reduce training
time, avoid local minima and improve the generalization capability.1317 These approaches involve the use of second
derivatives, momentum and the selection of network parameters such as cost function and training set. The backpropagation
network implemented here uses the gradient descent technique with minor modifications.1 Training is achieved by multiple
forward and backward passes of the training set. During a forward pass, an input pattern is presented to the first layer where it is
then distributed towards the processing units of the following layer through weighted connections. At the weighted connections,
the incoming signals are multiplied by small real values. The processing units in the hidden layers sum their total input, apply
a continuous non-linear activation function, and fan out their output to the next layer through weighted connections. The
processing units in the last layer produce the final output of the network.
The sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, arctangent, natural log functions and their derivatives, as illustrated in Figure 5(a) and (b)
respectively, are the most commonly used activation functions. These functions are advantageous since their derivatives can be
expressed in terms of the function itself, thus avoiding additional computations required during the backward pass.
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Figure 5. Typical activation

functions and their derivatives.

The backpropagation algorithm uses the gradient of a cost function based on the difference between the target and actual
outputs to calculate the weight updates. The cost function needs to be differentiable and should reduce to zero as the outputs of
the network approach the expected target values. During training, the weights of the network are modified as the gradient search
attempts to minimize the cost function. The weights must be updated, either at the end of each backward pass or in in a batch
mode by making a single update after a complete cycle of the training set. Once the network converges, the weights are stored
and can then be used for testing or further training.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The video moire images of the pipes were recorded by two 640x480 resolution monochrome CCD cameras. They were fed to
a special effects generator and to a Macintosh II computer equipped with a video frame grabber. The images were stored into 8bit grayscale TIFF files using NHS Image, a digital image processing package developed by Wayne Rasband18. The grayscale
values of the images ranged from 0 (white) to 255 (black). The digitized images were then preprocessed from 640x480 to
105x160 pixels by averaging and sampling in order to reduce memory and computational time requirements involved during
training and inspection. All the training and testing patterns were preprocessed by averaging two pixels in the horizontal and
vertical axis and by sampling two pixels in the horizontal and vertical axis. Each preprocessed pixel thus was the average of a
2x2 pixel region. The final preprocessed images were stored into unsigned byte files that could be ported to other remote
mainframes. This format improves file access time since it can represent any pixel intensity from 0 to 255 using only one byte.
The backpropagation network software used during training and inspection was written using Think Pascal 3.0 on a Macintosh
Ilci. The code was ported and implemented on a Harris Night Hawk computer using C, and a VAX and CRAY Y-MP, both
using Pascal.
Plastic pipes (PVC) were used since they could be easily dented using a hot ball bearing. Circular holes made by a hot ball
bearing were then covered with clay which was dented and painted gray in order to eliminate color differences between the clay and
plastic. A total of 648 video moire images of the dented pipes were produced, for a combined memory consumption of 194,400
Kb. The images consisted of nine different dent depths, nine different rotation positions (at upward and downward increments of
10 pixels), and eight phase shifts of the illuminating beam (at increments of approx. 45 degrees). The phase shifts were achieved
by shifting the grating projected on the target pipe. For all the images, the center of the dents was located approximately at x =
320±3 (in pixels). Sample preprocessed moire images for each of the nine dented pipes are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Sample preprocessed moire images of each of the nine dented pipes.

The measured depth of the dents were (1) 0.5, (2) 0.9, (3) 1.5, (4) 2.4, (5) 3.6, (6) 4.0, (7) 5.0, (8) 6.0, and (9) 6.9 mm. The
average scan noise reduction method19 was used to smooth and reduce the noise in the equal depth contours. This method is
performed by averaging several images of the same object produced by slightly shifting both reference and target gratings
simultaneously. No further enhancement or noise reduction method was used with the original or preprocessed images.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The patterns used to train the backpropagation network consisted of 33x105 pixel areasthat can be classified into three
categories: dented patterns, undented pauerns and shifted dented patterns. The dented patterns are rectangularimage segments

containing a dent along the vertical axis at any of the rotation locations and phase shifts. The shifted dented patterns refer to

segments where the dents appear several pixels to the left or right of the vertical axis. The undented patterns were extracted from
up to eight contiguous undented regions along pipe images. Sample training patterns illustrating the dented, undented, shifted,
and rotated types are shown in Figure 7 (the effect ofphase shift is noticeable in the last two dented training patterns).

Figure 7. Sample training patterns showing the dented, shifted, rotated, and undented categories.

Inspection was accomplished by using an algorithm to scan the test patterns (160x105 pixels) with a rectangular input
window (33x105 pixels corresponding to the size of the training patterns) in horizontal increments of one pixel. Depth and dent
probabilities were estimated at each scanning increment. Once the test pattern was completely scanned, the location of the center
of the dents was designated to be at the location with the largest depth estimate.
The inspection experiments were performed with training sets containing 108, 200, 400, 500, 737 and 285 training patterns.
The content of the training sets is described in Table 1. The results using training sets of 108, 200 and 400 patterns are not
discussed since they were useful mostly for establishing the need of additional training patterns.

Table 1. Content of the training sets.
Number of
Training
Patterns

500
737
285

Origin of Shifted
Origin of
Origin of
Dented Patterns
Undented Patterns
Dented Patterns
Rotation
Phases
Rotation
Phases
Rotation
Phases
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
-40,-20,
-40,-20,
-40,-20,
2x4
1,3,5,7,9
1,3,5,7,9
1,3,5,7,9
20, 40
20, 40
20, 40
1,2,3,4,

5,6,7,8,9
1,2,3,4,

5,6,7,8,9

,

-40,-20,
0, 20, 40

'

0

8

1,3,5,7,9

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,9

,
,

-40,-20,
20, 40

0

2x4
2x4

1,2,3,4,

5,6,7,8,9
1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,9

,

-40,-20,
0, 20, 40

0

4

The networks were trained to produce low dent and depth outputs for all the undented patterns. The patterns containing a dent
in the center of the horizontal axis were trained to produce a high output (1) for dent probability and an analog output to indicate
the depth of the dent. The patterns with left and right shifted dents were initially trained to produce a high output for dent
probability and a low output (-1) for the depth, in order to enable inspection at larger pixel increments. These patterns were
ultimately trained with low target outputs since usage of high target outputs enlarged the dent probability region by producing
high dent probabilities at many undented regions. The networks were trained using the bipolar sigmoid function, 10 hidden
units, a learning rate of 0.1, random presentations of the training set, and different sets of initial random weights. The increase
of training patterns from the original 108 to 500 helped reduce or eliminate many of the erroneous location and depth outputs at
undented regions during testing. The calculated depth estimates for the test patterns remained basically unchanged, as compared
with previous results using smaller training sets. However, the removal of erroneous output signals at undented regions allowed
the network to select dent and depth output signals at locations closer to the center of the dent. After training, all the patterns in
the training sets converged to under a normalized depth output error of 6%. The largest training errors occurred for patterns with
small dents. The dent probability output errors were generally under 0.1 % and also increased for patterns with smaller dents.
The trained networks were tested with up to four different sets of pattern classes: partly trained patterns, unseen patterns at mid
phases, unseen patterns at mid rotations and unseen dented patterns. The partly trained patterns are test patterns extracted from
the same preprocessed patterns from which the training patterns were extracted. The unseen patterns at mid phases are patterns
with phase shifts halfway in between those used during training. The unseen patterns at mid rotations are patterns at rotation
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positions halfway in between those used during training. The unseen dented patterns are test patterns whose dent types were not
used during training.
The training set of 500 patterns contained 100 dented patterns, 200 undented patterns, and 200 left and right shifted patterns.
The 100 dented patterns were extracted from the dented regions ofpipe images #1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 at rotation positions of -40, -20,
0, 20, and 40 pixels for images with four intermediary phase shifts of approximately 90 degrees. The 200 undented patterns were
extracted from undented regions of pipe images #1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, at rotation positions of -40, -20, 0, 20, and 40 pixels for
images with four phase shifts of approximately 90 degrees. The 200 left and right shifted dented patterns were produced with the
dent at 20 pixels (four preprocessed pixels) to the right and at 20 pixels the left of the center of the dents. These shifted patterns
were added to the training set in order to reduce the erroneous output signals produced when the network's input window inspected
near the actual location of the dent. The rms error curves for the depth estimates show that depth quantification perfonnance
improved for the test patterns with larger dents. The significant performance improvement for the patterns with dents #6 to 9,
particularly for the patterns of dent #8 (not used during training) demonstrates that some generalization was achieved.
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Figure 8. Test results for the partly trained and unseen test patterns in terms of (a) depth, (b) dent probability and
(c) location using a training set of 500 patterns.

As Figure 8(a) shows, the mis dent probability error was larger for the unseen test patterns with small depths. A significant
error reduction occurred for the unseen test patterns beyond dent #5, including the patterns whose dent types had not been used
during training. The lower mis error location estimates obtained at the location of highest depth output, as shown in Figure
8(b), indicates that although the depth estimates for the unseen patterns were poor, they occurred very near the deepest part of the
dents. The high location error for the unseen test patterns of pipe #3 at mid rotations was due largely to a lack of correlation
between the pixel values near the actual dents of these unseen patterns and the remaining test patterns.
The curves shown in Figure 8 also illustrate that the inspection performance for the unseen test patterns at intermediate phase
shifts was superior to that obtained with the unseen test patterns at intermediate rotation positions. The consistent decrease of
mis depth error percentage for pipes #4 thru 8 shows that the generalization performance improved as the depth of the dents
increased. The large error content obtained for the training patterns with small dents became even more significant with the
unseen test patterns. The larger errors for the training and test patterns with small dents was due to the low content of equal
depth contours at the location of the dents. As the depth of the dent and the number of contours increased, a shadow was formed
due to the angle between the projected grating and the pipe surface. The increase of the shadow size, at several pixels to the right
of the center of the dents, led to larger depth estimates at locations away from the actual center and closer to the shadow region.
The training set of 737 patterns consisted of the previous 500 patterns (100 dented, 200 undented, 200 shifted), plus 79 dented
and 158 left and right shifted dented segments, at upward and downward rotation positions of -40, -20, 0, 20, and 40 pixels. The
right shifted patterns were taken with dents at 12 pixels from the center of the patterns, instead of 20 as with the training set of
500 patterns. The right shifted patterns were extracted at a closer distance from the center of the dents in order to reduce the
network's tendency to produce higher outputs at locations closer to the shadow region. The networks were trained by presenting
the training patterns randomly and in a sequential pseudo-random order, using the bipolar sigmoid function, 10 and 20 hidden
units, a learning rate of 0.1, and initial weight ranges of (-0.08, 0.08) and (-0.1, 0.1). The normalized training error percentage
for the patterns with an associated dent did also contain larger errors that increased as the dents became smaller.
The difficulty locating and quantifying small dents, as observed with the training set of 500 patterns, was reaffirmed with the
experiments using 737 training patterns. As Figure 9(a) shows, the rms error curves for the partly trained and untrained patterns
improved as the depths increased. The dent probability and location curves shown in Figure 9(b) and (c) show the typical
performance improvement as the depth of the dents increased.
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Figure 9. Test results for the partly trained and unseen test patterns in terms of (a) depth, (b) dent probability and
(c) location using a training set of 737 patterns.

As with the results using the training set of 500patterns, these curves show that the test patterns having dents at intermediate
phase shifts were easier to locate and quantify than the patterns with dents at intermediate rotation locations. Although a mis
location error percentage under 10% was produced for all the unseen patterns ofpipes #1 and 3, their corresponding depth and dent
probability errors were significantly larger. The consistently large errors for the unseen patterns ofpipes #1 and 3, as occurred
with the training set of 500 patterns, indicates that the pixel intensities of the images associated to these dents were not
sufficiently smooth. The inspection results for the dented test patterns associated to pipes #2, 4, 6, and 8 improved, as compared
with the results using 500 training patterns. The improvement was due to the use of regions from these previously unseen
patterns in the training set. The right shifted patterns at distances of 12 pixels, instead of 20 as used previously, allowed for
lower location errors and better depth estimates by restricting the dent probability and depth outputs to within fewer pixels from
the center of the dents. Although the test results with the unseen test patterns at mid phases and rotations using the training set
of 737 patterns did not show a significant improvement over the training set of 500 patterns, the network was able to learn the
additional training patterns without a degradation of inspection performance.
The last simulations, using a training set of 285 patterns, involved a study of the generalization capability of the
backpropagation network mainly as a function of rotation and activation function. These experiment differ from the previous
experiments since the training set did not contain patterns with upward and downward rotation. The patterns in the training set,
as described in Table 1, can be classified as dented, undented, and shifted patterns (where the dent is at 20 pixels to the left or12
pixels to the right of the center of the pattern). The dented patterns consisted of total of 71 segments from the nine depth types
at zero rotation and eight phase shifts. The 142 left and right shifted patterns were extracted from the same images as the dented
patterns. The 72 undented patterns were extracted from four undamaged regions along the nine pipes at zero rotation with phase
shifts of approximately 1800. During training, the dented patterns were assigned high dent probabilities and their corresponding
measured depths as target output. Both undented and shifted patterns were associated with low dent probability and depth target
outputs. The networks were trained using several activation functions, learning rates, hidden units and random weights.
The mis error percentages for the estimated depth, dent probability and location for the partly trained patterns at zero rotation
are shown in Figure 10. These results were obtained with networks using the bipolar sigmoid activation function, 10 or 20
units in the hidden layer, a learning rate a of 0.1, and several initial random weight ranges. Figure 1 1 shows the error results
obtained for the patterns at zero rotation using networks trained with different activation functions and initial parameters. The
fins error percentage curves shown in Figure 10 show the typical performance improvement as the depth of the dents was
increased. The large dent probability errors obtained for the dented pipes #3 and 4 of one of the trained networks in Figure 10(b)
were largely due to the fmal values of the trained weights. The variance observed with the mis location error percentage was also
due to the effects of the trained weights. Although the largest mis depth error percentage ranged between 20 and 45%, the dent
probability and location results were significantly better. The mis error percentage curves shown in Figure 1 1 using alternate
activation functions achieved a similar response as in Figure 10. The substantially larger error curves for some of the networks
in Figure 11(b) and (c) were due to the effects of activation function and learning rate on the weight updates during training.
The mis error percentage with test patterns in which the dented pipes were rotated upward and downward by 10 pixels is
illustrated in Figure 12 (patterns with 10 pixel rotation were not used in the training set). The error results using the alternate
activation functions are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 10. Test results for the partly trained test patterns in terms of (a) depth, (b) dentprobability and (c) location
(at 0 rotation) using a training set of 285 pauerns and the bipolar sigmoid activationfunction.
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Figure 12. Test results for the unseen test patterns in terms of (a) depth, (b) dent probability and (c) location
(at 10 pixel rotations) using a training set of 285 patterns and the bipolar sigmoid activation functions.
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Figure 13. Test results for the unseen test patterns in terms of (a) depth, (b) dent probability and (c) location
(at 10 pixel rotations) using a training set of 285 patterns and alternative activation functions.
The substantial performance improvement as a function of dent depth shows a certain ability of the networks to generalize,
particularly as dents became larger. The large errors produced at 10 pixels rotations demonstrates the typically poor rotation
invariance characteristic of backpropagation networks. The often large error variation was due to the fmal values of the trained
weights. Overall, the networks achieved a similar inspection performance with the test patterns at 10 pixel rotation.
The typical rms training converge errors for two networks (10 units in the hidden layer) trained during 500 epochs using the
training set of 285 patterns is shown in Figure 14. The networks associated to the convergence plots of Figure 14(a) used the
bipolar sigmoid function and a learning rate of 0.1 while (b) used the arctangent function and a learning rate of 0.05. Both of
these networks had an initial random weight range of (-0.8, 0.8).
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Figure 14. RMS training error vs epoch during the first 500 epochs using the (a) bipolar sigmoid and
(b) arctangent activation functions.
The backpropagation networks trained with the bipolar sigmoid activation function, as in Figure 14(a), achieved a
convergence characterized by three different learning stages. The first learning stage lasted approximately 40 epochs (11,400
presentations) and was characterized by a fast convergence rate. At this stage, weights went through the largest changes since the
error that propagated backwards from the output units was very large. During the second stage (between 40 and 200 epochs), the
networks were characterized by instability since some patterns were still producing large errors. The large error signals often led
to large weight updates that degraded the convergence of previously learned patterns. During the third stage, the network reached
the global minima, the output errors and weight updates become small, and all the training patterns become successfully
classified. The small error produced during the third stage converged slowly towards zero. The networks trained using the
hyperbolic tangent function achieved the same three learning stages as with the bipolar sigmoid activation function.
The networks trained with the arctangent function convergence smoothly, as shown in Figure 14(b). However, convergence
of the error rate slowed down and became significantly higher than for the networks using the bipolar sigmoid function. The
networks trained with the natural log converged similar as with those using the arctangent function. The networks trained with
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the natural log function required learning rates under 0.02 to achieve convergence, while the networks trained with the arctangent
function required learning rates lower than 0.05. Larger learning rates caused the input to hidden units weights to saturate
towards high values.
The backpropagation network learned to classify the training data by distributing the characteristics of the training input
patterns to the weights. Figure 15 shows images of the weight vectors associated with the input to hidden units typical of the
networks trained with the training set of 737 patterns. This particular network was trained during 500,000 random iterations
using a learning rate of 0.1 and an initial random weight range of (-0.1, 0.1). The values of the trained weights were scaled to an
integer range of (0 to 255) each corresponding to an specific grayscale value.

Figure 15. Input to hidden weight images for a network trained with the training set of 737 patterns.
The weight images shown in Figure 15 demonstrate that the structure of the input patterns is distributed to all the weight
vectors, as is evident with the circular shapes appearing centered near the center of the patterns which occurred due to the upward
and downward rotated training patterns. The networks trained with other initial parameters arrived at different fmal weights and
still converged. Figure 16 shows the weight images associated with the input to hidden units for a network trained with the
training set of 285 patterns, during 1755 epochs (approx. 500,000 iterations) using the bipolar sigmoid function, a learning rate
of 0.1 and an initial random weight range of (-0.1, 0.1).

Figure 16. Input to hidden weight images for a network trained with the training set of 285 patterns.
The circular shapes appearing in the images ofFigure 16 do not appear blurred along the vertical axis as in the previous
figure, since the training set did not contained patterns with vertical rotation. Overall, the weight images show that during
training the networks extracted and distributed the characteristic structure of the input vectors to the weights. The input to hidden
weight images for the networks trained with the hyperbolic tangent function and the combined sigmoid/linear functions were
similar to those achieved with the sigmoid function. However, the weight images for the networks trained with the arctangent
and natural logarithmic functions came out with near-random intensities and little contour shapes near the center. The networks
trained using these activation functions must have stored a much larger amount of information at the biases and on the adaptive
slopes of the activation functions, since they achieved comparable convergence, with a minimum of weight updates. The
networks that failed to converge had at least one of the trained weight vectors associated with the input to hidden units saturated
towards high values.
The training and inspection times for a backpropagation network trained with 737 patterns (3465 input values), 10 hidden
units, two outputs, and using a bipolar sigmoid activation function are given in Table 2 for several computers.
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Table 2. Typical Cpu time consumption during training and inspection.

Computer

Mac Ilci

Training Time
—

Inspection Time
per pattern
78 sec

Night Hawk
(Harris)

30.5 hr

lOsec

CRAY YMP

8.4 mm

0.13 sec

The training times for the Macintosh ilci is not shown since this computer was too slow for training, ie. eight times slower
than the Harris Night Hawk. The inspection time are typical of any of the error map training sets since all the test patterns
consisted of 33x105 pixels and always involved 128 single incremental inspections along the test patterns at one pixel
increments. Testing times can be reduced thru development of a better inspection algorithm.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The backpropagation neural network has been used to locate and quantify dents in images of pipes produced by video moire
techniques. The backpropagation network, trained with sample dented and undented regions of the dented pipes, was able to
automate the inspection procedure by scanning rectangular regions of the test patterns along the horizontal axis. The networks
outputs at each scanning increment provides a reliable description of the test pattern surface and location of the center of the dent.
The equal depth contour map at the dent location generated by video moire techniques enhances the information content of the
dents allowing the process to be automated by means of neural networks. Simple structural illumination would have not been
feasible for the location and quantification of structural damage on pipes since intensity changes at the dent region do not contain
sufficient information to allow for an effective description. The proposed hybrid inspection technique has demonstrated to be a
powerful tool for the automatic location and quantification of structural damage, as illustrated using dented pipes.
The backpropagation network was able to learn successfully and consistently the entire training sets. The performance of the
network with the training patterns and the partly trained test patterns improves as the depth of the dents increases. The
performance with the unseen test patterns at phase shifts and rotation positions not used during training also improves as the
depth of the dents increases. The consistent performance improvement for test patterns with large dents is due to a larger
correlation between the dents areas in the test and training patterns. The generalization capability inherent of artificial neural
networks is the major potential advantage behind their eventual implementation on a real-world inspection environment. Our
experiments with the backpropagation network indicate that the generalization capability depends largely on the training set, on
the initial values of the weight vectors, and more importantly on the size of the dents. The network's output response as a
function of rotation improved for larger dents. Rotation invariance would require the training set to contain patterns with large
dents at rotation increments of 10 pixels and at about 5 pixels for the patterns with the smallest dents.
The presence of residual grating noise on the training and test patterns was a major source of error. During inspection, the
sinusoithi intensity change of these gratings caused a similar variation at the network's outputs that often resulted in higher depth
estimates at locations within few pixels from the correct center of the dents. The scan average noise reduction method used while
generating the video moire images of dented pipes was an effective approach to reduce noise and gratings. However, since this
approach relied on manual adjustment of a mirror, inconsistency lead to different levels of gratings and noise reduction. The
equal depth contour changes due to phase shifts were another important factor that limited the inspection performance. The test
patterns with smaller dents are the most affected since they have less information content to achieve a successful correlation. The
right-side shadow regions associated with large dents degraded inspection performance, since they led to larger depth and dent
probability estimates away from the deepest part of the dents.
The inspection performance will be improved by using a mechanism to automate the scan average noise reduction in order to
maximize the removal of gratings and ensure a consistent high contrast. Further training of the poorly trained patterns would
help achieve a low and even error distribution among all the training patterns. The generalization capability of the network can
be better understood and improved by observing the output error for a small representative sample of unseen test patterns during
training. The reduction or elimination of errors due to the presence of residual gratings in the digitized images, the data reduction
process involved during preprocessing, and the measurement of actual depths and locations of dents would also improve the
inspection performance.
The implementation of this inspection technique, in which the network scans the entire moire image of the pipe using a large
rectangular window appears to be a practical solution for the location and quantification of real-world applications where the
shape of the structural damage is highly predictable. Inspection applications involving unexpected types of damaged and unclean
surfaces poses a real challenge that would require a larger training set. The major disadvantages of this technique are the slow
inspection speed and the difficulty to train patterns containing large numbers of pixels. We are currently insvestigating several
optimization approaches to reduce the number of pixels in the training patterns and to accelerate the training and inspection
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times. One approach will use a fast search algorithm to locate the center of the damage and a 2-D input vector neural network to
quantify the damage at the calculated location. The fast search algorithm can be achieved by using two neural networks to locate
the x and y coordinates of the center of the damage. The quantification neural network will be rotation invariant and its size
would be equal to the largest possible structural damage.
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